
Minutes from the Cornwall ECR Liaison Forum 
 

Friday 15th March 2019 at Penryn Campus 
 

Tremough House Board Room 1pm-3pm 
 
Attendees: 

- Dr Oscar Fitch-Roy, ECR (CLES, Geography)Edward Mackay 
- Dr Sarah Bell, ECR (Truro Knowledge Spa) 
- Dr Jacqualyn Eales, ECR (Truro Knowledge Spa) 
- Dr Clemens Ullman, ECR (CEMPS, CSM) 
- Dr Alejandro Roman-Gonzalez, ECR (CLES, Geography) 
- Dr Luke Palmer, ECR (CEMPS, CSM)  
- Dr Chris Wood, Doctoral College (Researcher Development manager)  
- Charlotte Juggins, Doctoral College (PGR and ECR Experience Officer) - Chair 
- Emma Stephenson, Doctoral College (Assistant Director of Research- Doctoral College) 

 
Apologies: 

- Dr Ajit Pillai, ECR (CEMPS, Engineering) 
- Dr Camille Coye, ECR (CLES, Biosciences) 
- Dr Karen Leslie (Head of Researcher Development & Research Culture) 
- Nicola Nye (re. agenda item 4), Library Services 
- Lorna Barnes (re. agenda item 5) Research Services  
- Prof Andrew McRae, (Dean of the Doctoral College) 

 
1  Welcome & Introductions 
 

Chris Wood welcomed those present to the meeting and introductions were made. 
 
2  Matters arising from the last meeting held 16.11.2018 and not covered in the agenda  
 

2.1  Chris Wood has submitted an explanatory paper on the institutional ECR feedback to 
the consultation on the Concordat to Support the Career Development of Early 
Career Researchers to the Doctoral College Strategic Board. 

 
2.2  The proposed ECR ‘induction’ was taken to the Doctoral College Strategic Board and 

its development was approved. This has now taken place as part of the ‘Welcome to 
the University’ event, which took place on the 22nd February at Exeter and is entitled 
the ‘Early Career Research Staff Orientation’. It constitutes a welcome, 
familiarisation with ECR programme, representation and ‘ECR Hub’ as well as an 
opportunity to meet the RD team, ECR careers coach and the ECR reps. It includes all 
of the information discussed via Karen Leslie at the last meeting. A discussion about 
the approach at Penryn will be discussed later in this meeting. 

 
2.3  Chris Wood reported back that a paper on the Concordat was presented at REIG. 
 
2.4  Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins will be adding more facts and figures and contacts 

to the DC website, which is part of an ongoing update of the ‘ECR Hub’.  
 
2.6  Chris Wood wrote the update paper for the Doctoral College Strategic Board, which 

was approved by Helen Fones, Ben Gardner, Neeltje Boogert and MD Sharma. It was 
submitted and accepted at the last board meeting. 



2.7  Chris Wood reported that he had been in contact with the Wellbeing Team in 
regards to the broken links on the University’s wellbeing pages.   

 
2.8  Chris Wood will check with Clive Betts about the results of the SWARM review, in 

Karen Leslie’s absence. 
 
Action: Chris Wood will ask Clive Betts about the outcomes of the SWARM review and report back 
to the next ECR Liaison Forum. 
 

2.9  The lunchtime ‘DC Drop-ins’ have been planned and scheduled and the first one will 
take place on the 21st March. 

 
3  Networking ‘in our own words’ and updates from the ECRNs  
 

3.1  One of the biggest concerns discussed is that most ECRs have is insecurity with 
regards to jobs. Chris also mentioned that Kate Foster was available for 1-to-1 
careers coaching sessions.  

 
3.2  Chris Wood reported on the Exeter Academic, which is attempting to bring all the 

support and training available to researchers across the university into one place. 
This ranges from ECRs all the way up to Professor/‘World Authority’.  

 
3.3  An idea was raised for a dedicated news poster for ECRs to be produced, to get help 

get news out.  
 
Action: Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins to look into a dedicated news poster for ECRs being 
produced as part of the ongoing ECR comms development. 
 

3.4  A concern is that when on short term contracts, SID automatically shuts down email 
accounts at the end of contract. This can be detrimental to career progression and 
being on research grants etc. It was raised if there is a way of getting email account 
changed to associate, especially while between contracts so that your e-mail account 
remains valid. This would be particularly useful as some contracts are then extended 
within days of the old one coming to an end.   

 
Action: Charlotte Juggins to speak to HR about what the communications can be offered for the 
end of a short-term contracts and if e-mail accounts can be continued for a short period of time.  
 
Action: Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins to add information to the ECR SharePoint resource being 
developed about coming to the end of your contract. 
 
4  New ECR ‘LibGuides’ Resource 
 

4.1  Chris Wood reported on the new ECR LibGuides set up by the library, which is now 
part of the ‘ECR Hub’. The guide contains all the information that might support ECRs 
with regards to the library and their resources including help with searching the 
library and the various databases we have. Databases are updated all the time.  

 
4.2  Chris also explained the Digital first policy. When someone requests for a resource, 

the library will buy in digital print first before buying in print unless there is an 
accessibility or teaching requirement.  

 



4.3  Chris ended by letting forum members know that if colleagues are unable to find 
resources they can arrange to have a 1-to-1 appointment with a member of the 
library team, who will be able to help.  

 
ACTION: All - Any feedback please email library help or Nicola Nye and she will continue to 
improve the ECR LibGuide.  
 
5  Research & Innovation Strategy Consultation 
 

5.1  Chris Wood presented on the research and innovation strategy, this will run from 
2020-2025, we are currently still in the last strategy (2015-2020). Key things that 
come out of the 2015-2020 strategy included the creation of the Doctoral College, 
the Research Institutes and Innovation Impact and Business (IIB).  

 
5.2  Currently in the early stages of the new strategy, it will take a little over a year to 

develop. Currently in the initial collection of information stage, the plan has four 
supporting pillars, which include: (1) Distinctive Research Portfolio, (2) Addressing 
world grand challenges, (3) Regional, National and global partnerships and (4) 
Research inspired learning.  

 
All of which are underpinned by Supportive Communities, Responsible, Ethical, 
Resilient Research Culture and Research and Education ecosystem.   

 
5.3  There is a consultation timeline, with the preparatory phase taking place from 

December ’18 to January ‘19, a framing phase - from January to March ‘19, 
construction of a green paper- February to May ’19, the full strategic consultation 
occurring - May to October ’19 with the Formal Approval – scheduled for Oct to Dec 
‘19. Chris Wood noted that the ECR Reps for the Doctoral College Strategic Board 
had already contributed to the 1st open discussion meeting. 

 
5.4  There is an online feedback form, which colleagues can respond to for those unable 

to attend today’s meeting or if colleagues have anything else to add.   
 
ACTION: Chris Wood to add a link to the R&I strategy to the ECR hub and continue to promote in 
the ECR newsletter.  
 
5.5 Chris Wood asked for feedback on the following questions on:  
 

- How should we continue to nurture interdisciplinary research at Exeter including 
through existing structures/entities (e.g. our PGR offer, institutes and centres)?  

- What additional measures can we take help cultivate a vibrant and positive 
research culture? 

- How can we motivate, empower and prepare our ECRs and other staff to respond 
to large and ambitious funding opportunities (e.g. through leadership, mentoring 
etc)? 

- What other questions should be posed as part of the consultation process?  
 
A discussion took place on the questions above for which Lorna Barnes will feed into the strategy 
consultation. Points raised, included: 
 

- The University is not as good at recognising that the flow in research is not always 
there through from different Universities and if you take a break from research. It 
is not always linear.  

http://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/services/strategy/consultation/feedback/


- Good to show branches off into industry and then back from industry into research 
as they are just as good and should recognise the importance of.  

- What are the ways disseminate the research- is publications enough? There is very 
little career benefit for the ECRs for not publishing.  

- Better links between research and teaching contracts.  
- Mentoring aspect- incorporate PDRA into bids more often would be beneficial.  
- Mentoring on publications as well.  
- Getting better feedback on research – including critical feedback and honestly on 

whether you would make it etc. 
- Frame one of the questions towards clear and helpful career ladders. 
- Sink/swim- and this lends towards those coming from a privileged background that 

could support this. This is not inclusive.  
 
ACTION: Chris Wood to share these points with Lorna Barnes who will circulate the presentation 
as part of the minutes of the meeting.  
 
ACTION: All to add to the consultation process, and let colleagues know about it across their 
ECRNs. 
  
6  Items from the Doctoral College Strategic Board 
 

6.1 The Strategic Board held in January decided on the following:  
 

 To add more infographics to the ‘ECR Hub’ so that ECRs could see the landscape of 
colleagues they work with and enable enhanced communication; 
 

 To liaise with Research Services to investigate whether or not it was possible a send a 

message to Principal Investigators, ECRs and other relevant staff, potentially from the DVC 

(Research and Impact), with regard to raising awareness of Concordat responsibilities and 

ECR rights;  

 

 Liaise with relevant staff to investigate the inclusion of pro-forma wording in research 

grants with regard to building in allowances for ECR training and development; 

 

 Undertake further work on the proposals within the paper relating to induction of ECRs in 

collaboration with relevant services such as People Development;  

 

 Investigate the inclusion of a marker in e.g. Trent to identify ECRs in order to setup mailing 

lists for communication with ECRs, noting however, that this had been tried unsuccessfully 

in the College of Medicine and Health;  

 

 Review the support provided to ECRs by the University in making applications to the GW4 

crucible programme to see whether the proportion of successful University of Exeter 

applications to the programme could be improved.  

 

ACTION: Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins to add the infographics information to the ‘ECR Hub’ via 

an online ECR Flyer. 

 

ACTION: Chris Wood to ask Astrid Wissenburg and Neil Gow if the commitments to the Concordat 

and wording in research grants can be re-emphasised to relevant staff. The R&I review may serve 

as the perfect opportunity for these discussions. 

 



ACTION: Chris Wood to talk to colleagues in the GW4 to see if additional coaching of applicants to 

the GW4 Crucible is appropriate and offer this service in the next round.  

 
7  Items to take to the DCSB 
 

7.1  Update on the Early Career Networks and the new network in Bio-medical sciences. 
 
7.2  Details of the new Early Career Research Staff Orientation Event. 

 

7.3  Update of the ECR development programme and associated support. 

 

7.4  Update on the HR Excellence report and institutional review. 

 
7.5  Administrative hurdles with regards to shared resources and labs and the costs 

associated with this. 
 
7.6  The idea of an equipment audit was raised by Clemens Ullman, so that researchers 

could understand what equipment is available across the Colleges and University.  
 
7.7  Space and storage issues for samples was raised, especially related to the ‘Centres’ 

based in Penryn. 
 
ACTION: Chris Wood to draft a paper and circulate to the ECR reps for approval ahead of the DCSB 
paper submission date of 29th March 2019.  
 
8  Update from the Doctoral College 
 

8.1  Chris Wood updated the meeting with details of how the ECR provision of support 
and development programme was continuing to be aligned with the ‘Exeter 
Academic’. Yolanda Hill the ECR rep for the LSI is also now an official representative 
on the Exeter Academic Steering Group.  

 
8.2.  Chris Wood updated members with the work that has been ongoing re. the 

University’s‘ HR Excellence’ award. This is given to institutions that have a dedicated 
and realistic plan to support their ECR community in accordance with the Concordat 
to Support Early Career Research Staff. Chris Wood and Clive Betts have put together 
an 8 year review paper and action plan for going forward. There will be an 
institutional call on the 13th March, which will involve Chris Wood, Clive Betts and 
Tim Wilkinson, as the ECR representative. 

 
8.3  Chris Wood reported that the first ‘Early Career Research Staff Orientation’ event 

took place as part of the ‘Welcome to the University’ morning on the 22nd February. 
This seemed highly successful with 15 new ECRs in attendance and was supported by 
Helen Fones and Ben Gardner. New ECRs were introduced to the development 
opportunities, the ECRN, the ‘ECR Hub’ as well as gaining some general welcome and 
careers advice. It was agreed that this was not appropriate for Cornwall and that 
smaller meetings with new staff would be arranged to involve some of the ECR reps. 

 
Action: Chris Wood to schedule small induction meetings with new ECRs on the Cornwall 
campuses, involving the ECR reps and to coincide with ECR Liaison Forums.  
 

8.4  Chris Wood reported that the ECR support, networks, Liaison Forums, careers 
support and development programme has been reported to the ‘Wellcome Trust’ 



institutional audit, which has been led by Claire Wydell and Steve Popham. Chris 
Wood and Gail Seymour reported on these activities and how they linked to research 
governance support across the University. 

 
9  Any other business 
 

9.1  Emma Stephenson informed the group that she is leaving her position and the 
University in April, so this will be her last attendance at an ECR Liaison Forum. 

 
9.2  Emma Stephenson reminded members that the results of the Employee Engagement 

Survey are now out and there are multiple opportunities to feedback comments.  
 
10  Close of Meeting (date of next meeting: TBC) 
 

10.1 The meeting closed at 12 pm. 
 
Cornwall ECR Liaison Forum - Action Points Summary  
 

Item 
No 

Action Point Assigned to Completed 

2.8 Chris Wood will ask Clive Betts about the outcomes of the 
SWARM review and report back to the next ECR Liaison 
Forum. 

CW  

3.3 Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins to look into a dedicated 
news poster for ECRs being produced as part of the 
ongoing ECR comms development. 

CW/CJ  

3.4 Charlotte Juggins to speak to HR about what the 
communications can be offered for the end of a short-
term contracts and if e-mail accounts can be continued 
for a short period of time. 

CJ  

 Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins to add information to 
the ECR SharePoint resource being developed about 
coming to the end of your contract. 

CW/CJ  

4 Any feedback please email library help or Nicola Nye and 
she will continue to improve the ECR LibGuide 

All  

5 Chris Wood to add a link to the R&I strategy to the ECR 
hub and continue to promote in the ECR newsletter. 

CW  

5.5 All to add to the consultation process, and let colleagues 
know about it across their ECRNs. 

All  

6.1 Chris Wood and Charlotte Juggins to add the infographics 
information to the ‘ECR Hub’ via an online ECR Flyer. 

CW/CJ  

6.1 Chris Wood to ask Astrid Wissenburg and Neil Gow if the 
commitments to the Concordat and wording in research 
grants can be re-emphasised to relevant staff. The R&I 
review may serve as the perfect opportunity for these 
discussions. 

CW  

6.1 Chris Wood to talk to colleagues in the GW4 to see if 
additional coaching of applicants to the GW4 Crucible is 
appropriate and offer this service in the next round. 

CW  

7 Chris Wood to draft a paper and circulate to the ECR reps 
for approval ahead of the DCSB paper submission date of 
29th March 2019. 

CW/NB/MDS  



8.3 Chris Wood to schedule small induction meetings with 
new ECRs on the Cornwall campuses, involving the ECR 
reps and to coincide with ECR Liaison Forums. 

CW  

 
 
 


